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Watauga – This is my new favorite river. It’s so much fun and different at
various levels.

Rivers I’ve Paddled in 2015 and What I’ve
Learned
Story and photos by Keith Raker
As published on shopgetoutdoors.com/blog

List of My Personal First Descents
I wasn't trying for a record number of personal first descents this year, I just love getting on new rivers. I didn't think
about it until a friend had mentioned how many rivers he had paddled for the first time this year. Then I started to count.
The rivers I ran are listed from hardest to easiest:
West Fork Tuckaseegee – aka the Wood Fork Tuck. It’s a fun river
but it has more wood and strainers than any other I have paddled.

Upper Davidson – This is by far the most challenging class II-III I have done.
This is a tight, technical micro-creek. It’s a fun class II-III run for class IV
boaters.
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Rivers, continued
Lower Gauley (WV) – A big water river that’s fun and exciting
but not scary and has minimal hazards.
Doe (TN) – Possibly the most beautiful and remote river I’ve
done. It’s a favorite of mine for sure.
Spring Creek – A hard to catch gem. This is the river with the
biggest level increase I’ve seen. Looking at the bridge at the
take out it looked bony but by the time we got to the put in it
was rocking. Super fun continuous class III-IV.
Tellico Ledges (TN) – So many fun drops! All road side so you
can portage anything you don’t want to run or run favorite
sections again.

Greys (WY) – This was my first western whitewater run. It’s a beautiful run in
Wyoming that gradually progresses from Class II to III and finishes with a class
IV rapid called Snaggletooth.

New River Gorge WV – Big Water. This is one of those rivers that can be run
at nearly every level from -2 feet to +10 feet.

Continued on page 3
Citico (TN) – This was the hardest rated river I have run with a
group where no one knew the river. Fortunately it was roadside and easily scoutable. We portaged 2 sections just to be
on the safe side.
Little River (Smokies) – This is a beautiful run in the Great Smoky
Mountain Nation Park. This was also my first experience in
throwing my rope to a swimmer and then catching a rope
after I swam.
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Rivers, continued
Big Laurel – This is the best river to have someone hike beside the
river and take photos of you while you paddle. Also, it’s great to have
the option of taking out early for a shorter paddle down to Hot
Springs.
Snake River Canyon WY – Big water out west. This was my second run
in Wyoming. After this run, I realized that western river ratings are
not as different as so many people on the East Coast think.

Clear Creek TN – Great long run with lots of Class III and a few flat
sections.
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Santeetlah – A hard to catch gem.
Upper Whites Creek (TN) – Another run on the Cumberland Plateau.
Lower Youghigheny (PA) – Good step up for Nantahala paddlers wanting to
take it to the next level.
Middle Saluda (SC) - This was paddled at 6 ft. which is the upper runable
level, just short of flood stage. Decent local South Carolina whitewater.
Green River Canyon (UT,CO) – We canoed this river. Class I-II+ with a few
III’s thrown in for good measure. This was an overnighter through a beautiful
canyon.

Lower Haw – It's white water and it’s in central Carolina.

End of year Wisdom (Or What I’ve l Learned)
These are some of the things I have learned this year with a little
bit of river wisdom thrown in.
Know when to portage - I carried several times this past
year when others in our group ran those sections of rivers. I have
no regrets on my decisions. You have to feel good with your decisions and not let others persuade you to do something you're not
ready for.
Paddling hard sections of a river doesn't make you a
better paddler. Paddling a river well and gradually progressing your
skills seems to be the best way to step it up.
Do it for yourself - Never compete to be a better paddler

Continued on page 4
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Rivers, continued
with anyone else, only compete with yourself. There is always a better
paddler out there unless you are Pat Keller or Dane Jackson!
Challenge by Choice- To quote Chris Wing, challenge by choice.
If you want to challenge yourself, do it because you want to, rather
than to be pressured to keep up with your friends. Don't do something
out of fear that others will think worse of you if you don't accept every
challenge. Run what you feel comfortable paddling.
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CHATTOOGA SECTION IV

by Roger Nott
Sunday, July 5, 2015

Make good decisions - After paddling all of these rivers I feel
like I was ready for them and made good decisions most of the time.
On all of my portages I would make the same decision if I had to do it
again today.
Swift water rescue course - I waited too long to take a swift
water rescue course. I believe that any paddler getting on rivers class 3
and above should take a swift water rescue course. I have already
learned to use the things taught in my course to make safer rescues.
Swims - We are all between swims. Swimming is an inevitable
part of our sport. However, if you swim too often you may need to
consider if you are paddling above your skill level and putting yourself
and others in danger.
Teaching - Help others get into the sport and assist less experienced paddlers. This is a good way to make yourself a better paddler
and to give back to the paddling community.
Clubs - Get involved in clubs and Facebook groups. This is a
good way to find out about trips in other areas that you're not familiar
with. The TSRA event in the early spring was a good trip for me to get
experience with various rivers on the Cumberland Plateau. Also, my first
trip down the Lower Gauley with the APES was one of the best trips I
went on this year. There were 20 people on the Lower Gauley and you
would automatically think, wow, that's too many people! But it was so
well organized and provided raft support, and the trip went really well.
We had an injured paddler on that trip and we were able to tow his
boat and put him in a raft to get him to the take out and safely off
the river. Be involved in organizations or groups that support and protect rivers like American Whitewater.
Have fun. The main reason to paddle is to have fun, see beautiful places, and hang out with cool people and also to have a blast!

EL

Jarod Wills running Center Crack as Carson Tortorige looks on
Photo by Kevin McInturff

This was another peak experience on a great Georgia treasure,
made all the more special in that four of our nine crew members were
experiencing boating the river below Woodall for the first time and another had never seen Five Falls. Doing personal first descents were Kevin
Henggeler and Jarod Wills in OC-1’s and kayakers Josh Kroeger, Michael
Ledvinka, and Bruce Wood (in an inflatable). A special thanks goes to our
Section IV old hands and safety conscious guides: kayakers Jay Manalo and
Carson Tortorige and open canoeists Kevin McInturff and I. As a teenager,
Michael had signed up in 1995 for one of my Section IV trips with his
dad, long-time GCA member Jim, but we had high water and moved the
trip to the Chauga Gorge, which he ended up cleaning. In the interim he
went away to university and spent nearly 10 years in Japan, but is now
back living in Georgia with his Japanese bride.
We had as we put-in 1.52 and rising on the USGS gauge (1.31
on the old pier). We had feared that the lower river might be higher
due to heavier rains in the Stekoa Creek watershed and there were predictions of thunder showers throughout the day. As it turned out, it was
sunny and mild most of our trip and appreciable rain fell on us for only
10 minutes. This brief violent thunderstorm hit just as we left Woodall
and entered the mini-gorge approaching Seven-Foot Falls; it must have
heightened the adrenalin for our newbies! As anticipated, Stekoa Creek
was pumping a lot of brown water into the lower river and Five Falls

Continued on page 5
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Section IV, continued
seemed more like 1.60-1.65 than 1.52. However, our crew all had fantastic runs; with only two rolls, at the Bull and Corkscrew; and one swim,
also at Corkscrew, which was approaching a particularly mean level. We
enjoyed a leisurely lunch at Long Creek, where Josh enjoyed a cool shower
under its dramatic falls.
We scouted, did a lot of coaching, and set up safety at SevenFoot Falls and at Five Falls, which probably took two hours of our trip.
It paid off. In the 70-odd trips on Section IV that I have coordinated for
the GCA, I cannot remember a group which had more impressive runs of
these rapids. Particularly impressive were those at Sock ‘em Dog, where
the extra water benefitted us. Almost all of us nailed the Launching Pad.
Jarod, however, showed us that being only a foot too far left at the
approach entry to Sock ‘em Dog puts you squarely on Handkerchief Rock,
about six feet to the left of the pad. He handled the route change expertly, however, with a quick lean and brace and enjoyed an impressive,
virtually dry run in his L’Edge.
Good comradery and the late afternoon’s bright sunlight even
made the 2 1/3 mile lake paddle pleasant. At the take-out I enjoyed a
good visit with Section IV legend Robert Harrison and his crew, who were
paddling just behind us. Also the good times continued as Josh, Bruce,
Michael, Carson and I feasted together at supper at Manrique’s Mexican
Restaurant in Clayton, where we told river tales and watched and celebrated the US women’s soccer World Cup win over Japan, 5-2. Thanks
crew.
EL

2015 and Beyond Story and photos by Larry Ausley
as published on

http://trianglekayak.com/

I ended 2015 with 112 days paddling. Not my highest ever, but
certainly a number I’m happy with. Paddling a lot will help your paddling. That’s true for me. It’s true for you. 2015 was also a prolific
teaching year for me; so much so, that the ACA reported that I was one
of the most active IT/ITE for the year (as were fellow CKAPCO IT/ITE’s
Mike Aronoff and Ben Morton).
I got to finish the year out with a now-traditional New Year’s
week trip, this time to Big Laurel and the Little River-Smokies. Somehow
that tradition never disappoints, regardless of the venue. Just like most of
us, I’m still ticking those personal first descents off my bucket list and
added a few new ones this year. Never give up.

Significant in those days on the water were the number of
other instructors I had the fortune to work with and learn (steal) some
great teaching ideas, methods and concepts from. I was fortunate
enough to mentor Charles (C.C.) Williams and Chris Wing to their IT
certifications and to begin work with Francheska Hebden with hers. Just
from those three, I met and worked with many instructor candidates
(now instructors). I look forward to continuing that work in 2016 and
plan to be adding a new IT student as well. It was great to build a
friendship with Andy Smith and Riversport to hold a certification workshop on Pennsylvania’s Youghiogheny Lake and River. I offered and held
a couple of instructor update classes this year as stand-alone opportunities, in conjunction with an ongoing Instructor Certification Workshop
and as an opportunity to co-teach a skills course. All seemed to work

Continued on page 6

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members
share information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and
links to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip
reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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2015 and Beyond, continued
well and provided instructors the chance to hone their skills and work
with others.
One of my big milestones for 2015 was completion of my ACA
L3 Coastal Kayaking Instructor Trainer certification thanks to my mentoring ITE, Mike Aronoff of CKAPCO. We had a successful instructor
certification workshop in Manteo in June at the College of the Albemarle for Kitty Hawk Kayak and Surf School. I’m looking forward to
opportunities to begin training and certifying coastal kayaking instructors this year as well. The piedmont and coast of North Carolina and
South Carolina provide a wealth of venues for this training and we
have a vibrant flat-water and coastal kayaking community that can
benefit. In the fall of 2015 I held my first Coastal Kayaking Instructor
Certification update course for L1 and L2 instructors that proved to be
a successful and helpful day for those that participated from as far
away as Ohio. I look forward to expanding the geographical area
already served by CKAPCO in coastal kayaking education.

For the fifth straight year, I made and kept a commitment to
clean at least 1,000 littered plastic bottles from our streams, rivers and
lakes. This year’s total reached 1,123. Please join me in this crusade
and do your part in making the paddlesports community the leader
among stewards of our waterways.
Calendar year 2016 is already busy with teaching plans. I
hope to co-teach instructor certification workshops with Chris Wing of
whitewaterdreams.com in April and May, with Francheska Hebden in
May and June and with the City of Raleigh’s Adventure Program in
June. I’ll be teaching a “return-engagement” river safety and rescue
course with Get Outdoors: Women on Water program in July and am
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in discussion with some folks in Charleston, SC about coastal kayaking
assessments and/or instructor certification workshops there. If any
kayaking instructors need to get an update course scheduled in 2016,
let me know. I try to set these up based on your need. At the end of
2015, I stepped down from 4 years (2 terms) as chair of the American
Canoe Association‘s River Kayaking Committee. Through that work, as
well as my previous stints on the ACA Board of Directors and Executive
Committee, I got to meet and work with a lot of great people, motivated paddlers and instructors. I have been, and will continue to serve on
the River Kayaking committee and am still working on several projects
for and through ACA’s Safety Education and Instruction Council.
Congratulations to all of the kayaking instructors and students I
had a chance to work with in 2015! Get out on the water and enjoy
it. I’m looking forward to 2016 being every bit as productive as last
year.
EL
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Tellico Trip Report
January 3, 2016
Story and photos by Jenny Taylor

There are no good rapids on the Middle Tellico, said no person
ever! On Sunday I got the opportunity, thanks to Allen Hedden, to
experience the wonders of the Middle Tellico for the very first time. I
had originally thought about not going on this trip, as I was going
back to work on Monday after being off for about 2 weeks. Then I
decided that adulting didn’t sound like much fun. I had convinced Mark
Brown (I literally had to twist his arm) to come with me and we met
up with Allen & crew at the Oosterneck take out.
We had a group of nine: three kayaks, five open boaters, and
a Funyak. We decided to put in at Turkey Creek and avoid the busyness of the first mile. Right below the TC put in is the first small
rapid. You can go river left or river right here, but Allen advised
against going on the right as the rock is undercut. It didn’t look very
evident from the top but you could see where this could be an issue
when looking upstream. The level for Sunday was about 2.2 feet. The
river seemed very continuous and definitely creeky, with lots of pour
overs and holes. I was extremely hyped up and the adrenaline was
flowing, but I knew I needed to channel all of that into my kayaking.
It is sometimes hard for me to do that but I felt I managed it. Before
the biggest rapid on the river, Fat Man Squeeze, the group decided to
stop for lunch. I saw Allen take the eddy on river left, but I was going
too fast and missed it. I then missed the eddy on the back end and
ended up going through a manky rapid alone and backwards, so yes, I
was styling! I caught an eddy right above the entrance to FMS and
Mark, my personal safety boater, arrived shortly afterwards to make
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sure I was ok. We watched as several boaters made their way down
the rapid, seemingly disappearing from view as they dropped over the
ledge. I thought it would be a good idea to go look at it, so we scaled
the bank to get up to the road. There we ran into Samantha and
Jeremy Thompson and I got some of the best kayaking advice: ”Just
run it,” I was told. FMS is a long class III drop with an undercut ledge
on the right bank. Allen said to run it to the left of the rock and he
did and had a perfect line. I on the other hand got a little too far
left, flipped, rolled, hit the rock bank on river left and was determined
not to swim, so I didn’t. These are the times I wish I had a video
camera.
We went through several more creeky rapids including Wonder
Woman and Reeders Rock. Reeders is much more dangerous than it
looks due to an undercut rock. My heart was beating like a hummingbird in flight the entire time. When I got to my car and drove back to
the take out, I looked at what I had just run. I couldn’t stop smiling.
On the way out of Tellico Plains we saw a rainbow, which was really
remarkable. Really a great sign. It was like my guardian angel saying
“Ok, I’ve had enough for one day!” About 14 miles from I-75 my
contact started bothering me and I had to pluck it out. Fun times since
I don’t see well at night anyhow. I mentioned this to Mark who replied
“That’s ok Jenny, we have 2 good eyes between us.. We’ll be a’right!”

So what did I learn: Challenge yourself! Keep Charging! Paddle
outside your comfort zone and go with people outside your group!
Above all, keep learning, keep smiling and bring extra contacts! Much
thanks to Allen Hedden for leading an excellent trip, the crew he put
together, and to Mark W Brown for taking his life into his own hands
driving with a blind lady!
EL
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Sea Kayaking story and photos by Lisa Haskell

I don't know how many of you are interested in sea kayaking
but it is an activity in which I recently developed an interest. Back in
May, I purchased my first real sea kayak: a 16 foot fiberglass Romany
produced by Nigel Dennis Kayaks. According to reviews, this boat should
be exactly what I was looking for; something I could use to play in the
surf and rough water. This boat is billed as an ocean playboat (short
and maneuverable). I thought my Fuse was a short boat, silly me!
Since I have no experience at all with ocean paddling I decided
that I should get some instruction. After some investigation and asking
around on my part I discovered that each year in October there is an
Ocean Gathering on Tybee Island that is hosted by Sea Kayak Georgia.
This is a week long Skills Symposium which offers all levels of classes
with world famous coaches present for the entire event. In addition to
classes daily from 10 am to 4 pm there are nightly presentations on
paddling related topics, as well as opportunities to get together at night
for dinner and conversation with fellow paddlers and the coaches. When
you sign up you can choose from basic skills classes like Stroke Progression, Edging for Boat Control, and Rolling all the way up to BCU four
star paddling out in the surf and rough water. This is a great event if
you want to learn from the best and I highly recommend it. There are
great accommodations in the area. I rented a house with some other
people that was only two blocks from Alley 3 where you could launch
your kayak. I didn't have to drive or load the boat on the van all
week. I got a kayak cart and used that. I would pull the boat along on
the cart each morning to the launch area, paddle over for classes each
day, then load it back on the cart for the short walk back to the
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house in the afternoon. I could rinse the boat off and leave it on the
cart, ready for the next morning. At under 5'3" I cannot begin to describe how much I enjoyed NOT loading a 16 foot, 55 pound boat onto
the van crossbars which are located several inches above the top of my
head! There was even a nice seafood restaurant that was located within
walking distance of the rental house.
Because sea kayaking was all new to me I decided to sign up
for classes that would get me out in the surf a bit (someone has to
provide the entertainment right?) but which would also help give me a
good foundation on basics. I ended up with the following classes: Rolling,
Bracing and Sculling with Cheri Perry and Turner Wilson; Living on the
Edge with Ginni Callahan; Sea Kayak Surfing II with Phil Clegg; Surf and
Rough Water Technique for Greenland paddles with Turner Wilson and
Bonnie Perry; and Rough Water Rescues with Nigel Dennis (yes, the one
that makes my boat) and Eila Wilkinson. I found all of my classes to be
of great benefit. The rolling class was really good. Cheri is world famous
for rolling. She has competed in Greenland in the rolling competition
which features 35 different rolls, each of which must be done on both
sides. She did an excellent job of breaking the roll down into specific
movements which occur in a specific order. I found this very helpful. I
feel it helped me to focus and roll up later in the week when I got
trashed by five and six foot waves. I also feel that it is helping with my
white water rolling as well. I was much more comfortable trying different
things at roll practice this past weekend. Living on the Edge was helpful
because the longer sea kayaks are edged differently for turning than the
shorter white water boats. I'll need more practice with that! I learned
some good rescue, re-entry and towing techniques for rough/open water
as well as some safety tips on where to be in relation to your boat in
surf. Yes, it should have been obvious but once my finger heals completely I bet I'll really remember where I should and should not be!

Continued on page 9
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Sea Kayaking, continued
Someone at work told me they hoped I had good weather
for the trip. I said that I didn't want it to be too nice; I don't
need to drive to the ocean to learn how to paddle on flat water. I
was going for waves! As always, be careful what you wish for. I
was told by people who had been several times before that this
year's conditions were the roughest water they had experienced
during one of the Ocean Gatherings. We had several days with
sustained winds over 20 mph (one day almost 30 mph) with gusts
even higher. This was great for learning to paddle in rough water
conditions. With the tide coming from one direction and the wind
from another there were a lot of cross current waves and confused
seas (called clapotis), which were lots of fun to mess around in.
There are parts of ocean paddling that are quite similar to white
water and other parts that are quite different. Mixing them up can
lead to excitement but already having a roll was extremely helpful.
It is my opinion that the more I learn about different
types of paddling and different paddle crafts, the better I become
with all of them. I'm not saying I'm suddenly a class V boater but
I do feel that many things paddling related translate more readily
from one discipline to another than one might initially think.

I'll be going back next year; think about giving it a try
yourself!

EL

GCA AWARDS for 2015 by Jim Tebbel

‘Thank you,’ and ‘good job’; these are nice things to hear
from time to time. Our recognition of our hard working members
has been spotty at best. Last year the Board put together a
framework for recognition and this year we kicked it off at the
Christmas Party.
We knew we could not recognize everyone who goes above
and beyond but we also know that we must recognize at least
some. We began with a request on the Email List Serve and the
Facebook page for nominations. We also asked for the reason for
each nomination and we tried to verify those reasons as being
true. Additionally we verified that each nominee was still a member
in good standing.
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The framework has five tiers of recognition. Level one is the Life
Time Contributor and there is a maximum of one per year with a minimum of zero. It is not necessary to recognize someone at this level
every year and we want to ensure that it remains a rare honor. The
next level is the Long term Contributor who embodies our foundational
Values. These are the values in our bylaws upon which the club was
founded: Trips, Safety, Skill/Instruction, Competitive Sport, Paddling trips,
Sharing River Info, River conservation and Access. You cannot yet call it a
lifetime but they have been active for many years. We limit this group
to four or five.
Then there is recognition for a single event. These nominees may
do many things, any and all of which are worthy but this award is for
one thing. The nominating person selects that event or contribution. This
is about six in number.
There is an award for those we want to recognize for the enjoyment and entertainment. These are for fun. The nominator also gets to
make up the category as well. We do run these by the Legal Committee
to make sure we serve no prison time. We would like to have a dozen
in this group. This covers individuals but often we have large groups of
volunteers that come together for many of the paddling events in the
state. We want the leader of that group to explain what they do and to
perform a role call type of recognition. A list of the nominees that pass
the verification is then presented to the Executive Committee. The Treasurer reviews the who and why and then by a show of hands the final
approval was made. We procure a certificate of appreciation as well as a
token award for each award recipient.
The Winner of our Lifetime Contributor Award has served as our
Legal Committee for about 20 years. We felt compelled recognize him for
his dedication to the club and keeping us on the straight and narrow.
For dedication at the highest level, we gave our highest level award and
an Honorary Lifetime Membership to Dan MacIntyre.

The Foundational Values group included Todd McGinnis, for driving the Canoe Club Challenge, Team River Runner Raffles, Ocoee Boot
Camp and so much more. Marvine Cole was recognized for Skills and
Instruction. She has taught whitewater canoe at the highest level for the
club and continues to be active in the GCA although she lives in North
Carolina. We recognized Brannen Proctor and Jack Taylor for their river
trips as well as their patience with new paddlers and their dedication to
safety. They were both nominated a lot and mostly together. In the
Single Event Category we recognized Susan Welander for her writing in
“The Canoeing and Kayaking Guide to Georgia” A reference work that
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Awards, continued
for many of us is the “go to” starting point for many of our adventures.
We recognized David Bazemore for gathering the volunteers
needed to cover the Tallulah Weekend. This is a national whitewater
paddling event that we support. David Peek, Sr. was recognized for
a rescue event that took place the day of last year’s party. He is a
tireless promoter of river safety. Lamar Phillips brought back the
membership meetings that we do quarterly and he rounded up many
of our presenters, no small feat, so we honor him for that. Roger
Nott was honored for promotion of the club’s annual River Clean Up
on the Chattooga. The Other category included an award for William
Blakely for Most Inspirational Paddler for sharing his story of adaptive paddling of a belly yak. Lisa Haskell received an award for
“everything, all the time”.
Jimmy Jones was recognized for his love of the sport and
willingness to share it in the category of “Practically a Saint”. Michael Buttram was recognized in the categories for “Best Adventure
of the Year” and “We All Hate You Lots” for sharing his Zambezi
River adventure with us. For the Shout outs, Keith Haskell recognized
the volunteers that staffed The Back to the Hooch Race with Chattahoochee Riverkeeper. David Bazemore gave a Shout Out to the team
that staffed the volunteer positions at the Tallulah releases. Vincent
Payne recounted the members who provided safety boats for Paddle
Georgia in June. Jim Tebbel recognized all our volunteers for our
very fine training programs and lastly Roger Nott gave a Shout Out
to the people that have assisted with or participated in the Southeasterns Races.
Keep an eye on your friends this year and be prepared to
make some good nominations for next year’s award program. If they
don’t fit into an existing category you can always make up a category. Thanks to all the people we recognized and thank you to
everyone that makes this club such rewarding interaction. Here’s
wishing you an awesome and “award winning” 2016.
EL

Winter Roll Practices are Back! By Jim Tebbel
The GCA Calendar has been updated with our roll practices
for January thru March. We will have at least four indoor roll practices happening. This is a great opportunity to learn to roll, practice
your roll, work on your off side roll, teach a fellow paddler to roll,
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or work on other techniques such as wet exits, hand rolls, deep water
reentries, etc. Most of our roll practices will have an ACA-certified
kayak instructor present. Here are the roll practice locations and dates
so far (check the calendar at www.gapaddle.com for latest updates):
Atlanta (Grant Park) – Closed for pool repairs until further notice.
Macon – at Macon Health Club,389 First Street, Macon
Coordinator: Jimmy Jones
Wednesdays 5-7pm thru March 23th.

Peachtree City – at Kedron Aquatic Center in Peachtree City
Coordinator: Lisa Haskell
Alternate Sundays 5-7pm (arrive by 4:30 to complete paperwork and
enter the pool promptly at 5:00)
Dates: (about every 2 weeks)
Jan 10, Jan 24, Feb 7
Feb 21 (Demo night, featuring The Outside World)
Mar 6 (Demo night, featuring Nantahala Outdoor Center)
Mar 20
Stone Mountain – at Wade Walker YMCA 5605 Rockbridge Road,
Stone Mountain, GA 30088
Coordinators: Betsy Richards and Jim Tebbel
Wednesdays 7-9pm January 6th thru March 30th.
The GCA will collect pool costs to defray pool rental expenses. Current
GCA members will be asked to pay $6 per session and non-GCA members will need to pay $10 per session. GCA annual memberships are
available for $35 for either individual or family memberships. The ACA
waiver only needs to be completed once per year, except for those
opting for the event membership, which requires an ACA waiver for
each event. The standard short form waiver for the GCA events will be
used each week. All attendees need to sign the GCA waiver at every
roll practice session. Essentially, you must have an ACA membership to
be insured and to participate. A GCA membership is not required, but
for most of us, it keeps our costs favorable and gets you a discount
off the regular ACA membership. Non-GCA members are absolutely
welcome. Cash or checks will be accepted. You can join GCA in advance at http://www.gapaddle.com.
The ACA has several membership options at: at https://aca.siteym.com/general/register_member_type.asp?
(A) GCA club members can get a PAC discounted ACA membership for
$30 for an annual individual membership, or $40 for an annual family
membership, since the GCA is an ACA Paddle America Club.
(B) Non-GCA members can get an ACA membership for $40 for an
annual individual membership, or $60 for an annual family membership.

Continued on page 11
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Roll Practice, continued
(C) The ACA offers a one-time six month introductory membership for
$15 if you have not taken advantage of an introductory membership
previously.
(D) Participants may purchase an ACA event membership for $5 for
each pool session.
Fees are as follows:

GCA member and ACA member : $ 6 + $0 = $ 6
GCA member only : $ 6 + $5 = $11
ACA member only (rare) : $10 + $0 = $10
Neither $10 + $5 = $15 EL

My 1st "official" Trip Coordinator trip report
By Brian Morris (aka "Bryant Paddlemore")
In the eternal words of Foreigner, "It feels like first time, like
it never will again, never again!" Here's me getting prepared: What the
hell am I doing? I'm no expert paddler or instructor. I'm still learning
myself! What if three dozen people show up? What if nobody shows up?
Holy crap, I set us up to meet in the morning after Christmas and the
gauge on Upper Chattahoochee is high right now at 5' and it's still
raining. It was supposed to come down but the forecast seems to be
changing by the minute. People are backing out, worried that it's going
even higher. Who are these people still planning to join the trip? Are
they experts that know way more than me? Are they beginners getting
in over their head at this level? It's coming down to the wire and I'm
feeling a bit pressured.
But wait, I've been an understudy with some great paddlers
and instructors for years. I've been doing whitewater class III-IV for a
few years. I've done Swift Water Rescue, Wilderness First Aid School, and
I'm CPR certified. I'm safety oriented and trying to grow in my paddling
and share these lifelong experiences with others. I've carefully read all
the GCA guides for Trip Coordinators. If there are better paddlers coming along, great, I'll learn from them. I've been on this run more times
than I remember now and I've done this level before and had a blast.
As long as the level comes down at bit to where I'm comfortable leading, it's on. And if I have to cancel, so be it. There will be a next time.
I post that the level will be high and not for beginners, so at least I've
hedged even if it scares some folks off and possibly causes the trip to
be a bust. Time to get some sleep.
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I wake up early, check the level and it’s at 4.4', perfect for
what I wanted! I check the RSVPs and see it's going to be a very small
group, if any. I have to hold firm to the safety rule of three minimum
for a group when some challenges will be present. It turns out exactly
three of us will make it. Whew, I'm just glad it's coming together at all!
It's just "R", "J" and myself. I know "J" pretty well; we were in SWR
together and paddled together many times. Who's this guy "R"?
We meetup that morning, totally breaking the 15 minute rule,
but it’s okay as it was all still coordinated. "R" turns out to be a great
guy, fairly new to kayaking, not yet a GCA member but he follows our
Facebook posts and wants to do more with GCA. I take the time to go
over the plan, get the waiver signed and discuss river safety. We set
shuttle and get to the good stuff, paddling!
We put in and the usual small curler below the bridge is now a
couple of big standing waves making for some great warm-up surfing and
an unexpected roll practice in current for myself. Heading down river, at
this level, there were all sorts new lines to take, plenty of standing waves
(very easy to get sucked back in my playboat) and no annoying shallow
scraping areas. Buck Island Shoals was pumping and starting to wash
over. Good surfing was had. The Ledges (1st, 2nd, 3rd) had us working
our edges and doing a few braces to keep upright. Horseshoe was so
washed over it was much faster but actually a bit easier than lower flows.
I led a good line through it and "R" didn't even realize we just went
through Horseshoe. The island below Horseshoe was completely underwater
by at least 1'. The rest of the run was moving too, with a few good
standing waves particularly through the last shoals; not at all the usual
mostly flat-water paddle ending.
We wrap up the day with no swims, all smiles, and we were
especially glad to see our vehicles are all still safe and secure. We were a
bit concerned because there had been some break-ins a couple of weeks
ago. As we recount the run, a man pulls up in his golf cart: Mr. "B"
who lives in one the first cabins there by Wildwood Outfitters. Turns out
he's a super paddler/kayaker friendly dude, checking to see how we did.
He knows about the recent break-ins and recommends we always park up
closer to the small shack so the cars are visible from the road and the
neighbors like him can help keep watch on them. Good tip, thanks!
Coordinating my 1st "official" trip turned out great. You don't
have to be an expert paddler or instructor. It's an opportunity to learn
and share in having a good time. As long as you've done your basic
homework and planned it out, things will most likely go just fine. Mother
Nature can be unpredictable, but that's to be expected. If she floods your
trip out, there will always be a next time. She might just as well deliver
the perfect 'winter' day after Christmas on the Upper Hooch. EL
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
January 14 - 18

Florida Manatee Paddle

Contact Vincent Payne

January 18

Chairlift/Little River Canyon (AL) Class III

Contact Dane White 256-435-3827

February 20

Town Creek (AL) Class III

Contact Dane White 256-435-3827

February 27-28

Wilderness 1st Aid Class in Cumming, GA ($210)

Contact Jim Tebbel at Jtebbel@gmail.com

Swiftwater Rescue Skills Clinics (Free for GCA Members)
(check GCA calendar for location and details)
Sat March 12, Sat May 7, Sat July 9, Sat Aug 13
Whitewater Kayak and Canoe Training Weekends
(beginner thru intermediate, check GCA calendar for location and details)
April 30-May 1
June 11-12
July 16-17
August 27-28
Combat Roll Clinics – Tuckasegee River, Dillsboro NC
Sat, June 25
Sat, August 6

GCA Spring Extravaganza – May 13-16, Smoky Mountain Meadows Campground
GCA Fall Gala – Sep 16-18, Smoky Mountain Meadows Campground
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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Trip Report: Chattooga Section 3 at 2.8 Feet
Story and photos by Jay Davis
It had a been a long, long time, since the first Winter I
kayaked (in my canoe-yak), since I had a chance to run Section 3 at
this great level. If you are used to running it at much lower levels, you
really owe it to yourself to get on it at this level, it’s a different run.
We had originally planned on running the Upper Nanty and maybe
getting caught up in all that Icebreaker wildness, but the level was low,
and the Chattooga was just perfect. We had a group of five, the perfect
number, and everybody’s skill set was on target for the trip so we had
no swims. At the put in, we saw some folks paddling out of Warwoman,
who were going all the way to Woodall Shoals. I’d love to get a chance
to run that creek. The great thing about this water level is that all the
smaller rapids have enough water to form lively wave trains and make
them integrate with the larger named rapids more smoothly. It has that
feel that makes Alabama rivers so much fun. There was some wood at
Dick’s Creek Ledge, so we did some scouting, I got lost and ended up at
the top of the waterfall. Oh well, I needed the exercise anyway. (Also
none of us had run this in a really long time.) Patrick McGroovinator
picked out this crazy line that was pretty fun, except for you know, the
pin rocks and hydraulic. The Narrows was something else. The squirrely
water and boils were some of the most intense I’ve seen anywhere. The
boils caused a flip or two, it was really wild. If we had a less experienced group here, it would have been carnage city. We charged Second
Ledge without much thought. Everybody was dropping in on these
messed up boofs, so I had to show them how to PROPERLY pencil into
the rapid and nearly get eaten by the hole. Everybody was very impressed. We got down to Painted Rock and ran it without scouting, man
it was a big and fun at that level. The rest of the crew was furiously
paddling after hitting the large wave hole trying not to run into the
point end of Painted Rock. The section from Thrift’s down is usually a
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Section 3, Continued
tame easy surfing area. At this level it’s more bouncy little wave
trains that are a hoot. Though the surf wave just above Hound’s
Tooth was even nicer, most of the surf spots were washed out. On
the island below Hounds’s Tooth we ran into two guys from Florida
in rec sit on tops and just wearing normal cold weather/rain gear
(not paddling gear) and a bicycle helmet. They were asking how far
back up to Thrift’s by foot as they realized they were in over their
head, and were wet from swims. It was 3:45 pm. I suggested they
stash their boats and come back for them in the morning or they
might not get back to their car before dark. Alternatively, we offered
to paddle them down to the Bull, and drive them back to their car. I
guess they weren’t interested in swimming any more in the 40 degree
temps and hoofed it. Before you judge these young guys too harshly,
remember, they are ignorant, not dumb, there’s a difference. Rec sit
on tops and ad hoc gear is how many of us started paddling, though
usually in the Summer! The Bull is raging at this level and the hole
at the bottom of Single Drop is the meanest part of the rapid. At
this level the water completely obscures decap rock and it’s all one
big rapid anyway. There is a new line on the extreme left that opens
called the “Virginia Slide”. Some of our crew gave that a try. We
made good time. At this water level we ran all the way to the bull
in about 4 hours (though we spent another hour at the bull messing
around). At lower water, or if you have multiple swims, expect it to
take longer. I would usually give myself 5-6 hours. Always remember
each swim that happens adds about 10-20 minutes to the trip. That
adds up if you have several. Sunny day, good crew, good water levels,
fun day!
EL

Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2016, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

